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GLOBAL ENGINEERING
LEADERSHIP MINOR
A.James Clark School of Engineering (ENGR)
1131 Glenn L Martin Hall
globalengr@umd.edu
eng.umd.edu/global/coursework (https://eng.umd.edu/global/
coursework/)

Program Lecturer: Darren Pierre, Ph.D.

The engineering industry requires leadership to be exercised at all layers
of an organization.  Today’s engineers need to lead with a global vision
and have the skills and knowledge to effectively manage and work in
diverse teams. The Global Engineering Leadership minor will position
students to be more competitive in the job market by engaging them in
active learning and relevant coursework that focuses on intercultural and
interpersonal communication, leadership approaches, self-awareness,
global understanding, project management, and productively working
with others.

The minor in Global Engineering Leadership consists of 16 credit hours.
A maximum of six credits may also count toward the student's major,
and no more than six credits may be taken at an institution other than
the University of Maryland, College Park. All courses counted toward the
minor must be completed with a "C-" or better. See the "Requirements" tab
above for course requirements.

Contact the Office of Global Engineering Leadership
(globalengr@umd.edu) or visit eng.umd.edu/global/coursework (https://
eng.umd.edu/global/coursework/) for more information.

REQUIREMENTS
The minor in Global Engineering Leadership consists of 16 credit hours.
A maximum of six credits may also count toward the student's major,
and no more than six credits may be taken at an institution other than
the University of Maryland, College Park. All courses counted toward the
minor must be completed with a "C-" or better. The following courses are
required:

Course Title Credits
ENES317 Introduction to Leadership in Engineering, Science,

and Technology (DSSP)
3

ENES472 Leading Global Teams and Engaging Across
Cultures in Business, Engineering, and Technology
(DVCC)

3

ENES424 Engineering Leadership Capstone: Inclusive
Leadership in Addressing Organizational & Societal
Challenges

3

EDHI338 Teaching and Learning about Cultural Diversity
through Intergroup Dialogue

1

ELECTIVE Global Perspectives Elective 3
ELECTIVE Leadership Elective 3

Total Credits 16

Contact the minor advisor, Natasha Chapman (chapman3@umd.edu) or
visit the web at eng.umd.edu/global (https://eng.umd.edu/global/)  for
more information.
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